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Key challenges 



Macro-economic Overview

EU economy: robust performance 
manufacturing industry in early 2011

• 2010 ended on a weak note

• GDP slowed down to 0.2% q-o-q in Q4

• Exports and manufacturing remained strong

• Germany remained in leading position

• Offsetting much weaker growth in the peripheral 
Eurozone countries facing financial stability 
problems

• Total growth 2010: 1.8%

• Manufacturing kept its strength early 2011

• Positive production and order data

• Confidence appears to have peaked but remained 
at high level

• Evidence of investment demand in the EU picking 
up again

• Rising inflation

• Euro strengthened  after year-end correction

Source: Eurostat, European Commission



Macro-economic Overview

Recovery to continue in 2011-12, risks 
more skewed towards the downside

• GDP growth becoming more balanced

• Exports remain supportive

• Rising investment to offset weak government 
spending and private consumption

• Unemployment to remain high

• ECB seeking to tame inflationary fears 

• Euro to remain volatile around a higher rate 
against the US$

• On balance, continuation of muted recovery

• Risk appear to have deteriorated lately with 
respect to exposure and uncertainty

• Economic and financial stability problems 
peripheral Eurozone countries

• EU banking sector

• Rising interest rates to tame inflation will hurt 
weaker Eurozone economies the most

• Sustained Euro strength

• Geopolitical unrest & oil prices

• Earthquake Japan

• On balance, risks more skewed to the downside

Source: Eurostat, European Commission



End-user Sectors

EU steel users: 2011 starts on a positive tone, 
outlook for sustainable growth 2011-12

Source: EUROFER

• Better than expected Q4-2010 activity

• Still negative contribution  construction and 
ship building

• Investment-driven pick-up in domestic 
demand

• Total growth in 2010 almost 6%

• Positive business conditions H1-2011

• Industrial new orders kept upward trend

• Order books continued to improve

• Countries lagging economic rebound are 
also showing more positive signals for the 
manufacturing sector

• SWIP index forecast to increase a further 
8% in Q1-2011

• Slow down to more sustainable growth  
rates thereafter

• SWIP index +4.5-5% in 2011 and +3.5-
4% in 2012



End-user Sectors

EU construction: slight recovery in 2011 as 
investment in construction picks up

• Overall 2.1% decline in activity in 2010

• Contrasting country performance

• Poland, Sweden and Slovakia managed to 
escape drop in output

• Further steep decline in Spain

• Construction confidence remained weak

• Some pick-up in activity in early 2011

• Slow improvement in remainder of 2011

• Lack of funding for large new projects

• Shift towards R&M work 

• Some  improvement expected owing to 
slight increase construction investment

• Best prospects for residential activity

• Reduced government spending to impact on 
public infrastructure & civil engineering 
(except C-Europe)

• Commercial & industrial to remain sluggish

• Steel intensity construction falling

• Construction activity will rise around 1.5% 
in 2011, 3% in 2012 as all sectors are 
expected to see some growth in output

Source: European Commission, EUROFER
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Steel Market

EU steel market: EU market looks well balanced for 
the time being – real consumption key driver

Source: Economic Committee EUROFER

• Acceleration real consumption during 2010

• Slowing impulse from stock cycle 

• 2010: real steel consumption +4%, 
apparent consumption +22%

• Strongly diverging trends at the product 
level

• Flats: RSC+9%, ASC +27% 

• Longs: RSC+0%, ASC +10%

• Well-balanced stock situation early 2011

• Flat imports remained on a rising trend

• Positive outlook  steel-using sectors and 
real steel consumption in 2011-12, 
construction-related demand also seen 
growing slightly again

• Some stock build in flat products foreseen 
for Q2 followed by destocking in H2-2011

• RSC & ASC 5-6% growth in 2011 and 
+4% in 2012; flat and long products more 
in sync
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Steel Market

2010: EU finished steel imports increase broadly in line 
with apparent steel use (+24%)

2011: Main risk of weaker than expected domestic
demand in other regions triggering EU market-disruptive 

import surges

EU-27 finished steel imports China



Key Messages

Rising inflation could 
hamper growth…

…especially in the 
peripheral Eurozone 
countries facing financial 
stability problems

•EU on track for slow but steady recovery 2011-12

• Manufacturing to keep its strength

• Significant differentials at the country level

• Germany leading

• Positive outlook investment 

• Inflationary pressures rising – ECB raising policy rates

• Risks & concerns: financial unrest, failure of EU banks, 
geo-political issues, rising inflation, euro strength

•Steel market 2011-12 seen entering period of 
relative stability

• Real consumption strengthening

• Inventories normal in early 2011 – stock cycle to 
remain slightly positive

• Imports on a rising trend for flat products

• Real and apparent steel consumption growth 
synchronised

• Risks: mills’ ability to pass on higher cost of hot 
metal, acceleration in rising trend imports of in case of 
supply-demand imbalances elsewhere

• Capacity further coming on stream again and 
exchange rate-led rise in imports could exacerbate flat 
products stock build signalled for the 2nd quarter
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Market challenges: Volatility Chinese steel exports 

Extreme volatility of Chinese flat steel exports 

(2008 – 2010); exports to the EU remaining at a 

high level compared with other destinations 

outside Asia (Jan-Feb ‘11)

Risk of increasing Chinese steel imports into EU:

- Weakening Chinese domestic prices against the 

backdrop of record output at increasing raw

material costs

- EURO appreciation against the USD/RMB (+7% 

three month change)

- Intensifying third country trade defence action 

against Chinese steel exports (Brazil coated 

sheet AD investigation)  

Chinese flat steel exports by region outside Asia

N. America

N. Europe

S. Europe

China 
(Shanghai)
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EU-27 HRC imports from Ukraine

EU-27 HRC imports from Turkey

Regional HRC export prices ($/t)

Turkey

China

Russia

Ukraine

Market challenges: Intensifying competition on the 
international steel markets pushing down export prices 
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Policy challenges     

Market access conditions

• Successful outcome Doha Round negotiations increasingly unlikely: 
risk of losing opportunity to make progress in rebalancing steel market access
conditions globally (Uruguay Round agreement zeroing steel import tariffs only by the 
developed economies); Potential for regional rebalancing through ongoing and future 
EU bilateral free trade agreement negotiations.

• Protectionism intensifying in the metallurgic raw material markets linked to regional
steel capacity build up (see EUROFER document on scrap export restrictions Russia
and iron ore export restrictions India)

Trade defence action

• EUROFER welcomes the first combined EU anti-dumping and anti-subsidy measures
(coated paper from China) signaling improved effectiveness of the EU instruments 
tackling unfair import competition from state-owned and state-supported enterprises
operating in a government-planned economy

WTO accession negotiations Russia

• WTO accession terms under negotiation not fully eliminating imbalances in the 
conditions of Russian steel trade, notably in the field of market access (steel import 
tariffs, raw material export restrictions), subsidisation (dual-pricing energy and 
transport) and industrial policy promoting domestic steel using sectors (automotive)


